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The Un-Keynote
What is a Keynote?
• you expect that there is someone who has a message
Do I qualify?
• just being a technology dino in a quickly changing world
• about 35 years of service for (psycho) linguists
• spent all my words
AND be careful with the oldies
if you let them talk! 
(nasty, complaining, unfair,
impatient, impolite, etc.)

Personal: Linguist type meter
- 35 years of secret notes smartness
openness

comm skills
know better
ego going

chasing money
with this gang building an infrastructure 

some reflections on
infrastructure building

some basic thoughts
1971: The fundamental pillar on which science rests is the
accessibility of information, observations, and data.
TD Sterling, Science

1997: Full and open exchange of scientific data—the “bits of
power” on which the health of the scientific enterprise
depends—is vital for advancing the nation’s progress and for
maximizing the social benefits that accrue from science
worldwide.
US National Research Council,

2007: … access to research data increases the returns from public
investment in this area; reinforces open scientific inquiry;
encourages diversity of studies and opinion; promotes new areas
of work and enables the exploration of topics not envisioned by
the initial investigators.
OECD Principles and guidelines for Access to Research Data from Public Funding,2007

some basic thoughts
2012: Data is a 21st century commodity: it’s the new oil. There’s
almost no limit to the economic and social wonders it can
generate.
Neelie Kroes

Increases in the ability to make predictions and more informed
decisions on the basis of Big Data will have implications far
beyond science and engineering. They have the potential
to improve healthcare, increase economic productivity,
personalize education, strengthen our national security, and
improve the management of America’s infrastructure, including
transportation and the electric grid.
Tom Kalil, Deputy Director for Policy White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy

what are the messages
• improving communication and information exchange at a
global level -> Internet, world-wide-web, RIs-DIs
• make data accessible, sharable and re-usable
• thus - primary expectation of politicians (and society?):
remove all kinds of barriers to make data usable
by everyone on a global scale
• this may include “data as a service”, i.e. not just the data, but
some “interesting” services on the data
• but we don’t know the many ways researchers/people will
look at data in future
• politicians dream of Galaxy Zoo but ...
Data and networking is at the core of any infrastructure.
Infrastructures need to get that right!!!

Facts about data: earth observation

Rebecca Koskela: DataONE
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two examples of
infrastructure building
IETF Internet
DOBES

Infrastructure example: IETF
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early Internet fun
• big debates about correct email system
• physics people argued for a separate email system for them
• why should humanities people use the same email system
• finally “they” “kicked out” the scientists to define the basics
of our email system which still works
• some smart people understood that we need to abstract from
content to come to a system that will scale

IETF Tao
• completely bottom up – no kings, no gods, some elected
seniors acting as “memory”, some administration
• basic principles: rough consensus, running code, no PR!!
• IETF July 2011,
• 1,057 participants from 46 countries
• 121 Working Groups
• 553 new Internet drafts
• 100 RFCs approved for subsequent publication
• 149 RFCs published since last meeting
• the No-EGO culture is still in place

conclusions from IETF
• for a successful infrastructure
• focusing on basic models is primary
• you need to be able to determine right levels of abstraction
to come to scalable models
• focusing on protocols, APIs etc is primary since they will
survive if they have been defined sufficiently abstract
• there was always a preference for running code to proof
correctness of ideas
• there were some core applications to get the users on board
(Email, FTP, Gopher, etc.)
• some as Gopher completely failed – but no problem at all

where were the researchers
• they were first “kicked out” to come to abstract models
their ego created a lot of noise
• they don’t have the time to participate and are not at all
interested in protocols, APIs etc
• they are interested in smoothly running, simple applications
• nevertheless, it took 10 years to get the researchers on board
• remember
• many of the seniors did not like email
• etc.

Infrastructure Example: DOBES
DOBES = Documentation of Endangered Languages
some facts
• started 2000 with 7 international teams and 1 archive team
• 2012: now 58 documentation teams working almost everywhere

Infrastructure Example: DOBES
DOBES = Documentation of Endangered Languages
some facts
• started 2000 with 7 international teams and 1 archive team
• 2012: now 58 teams working almost everywhere
• cross-disciplinary approach: linguists, ethnologists,
musicologists, biologists, ship builders, etc.
• every year one workshop and two training courses
• VWFoundation rules:
• describe your intentions and deliverables
• adhere to general linguistic guidelines
• deliver data and store copy in archive (a process)
• organize yourself as DOBES program

DOBES Phases
Startup Phase (~4 y) – all new, many excellent debates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

new: delivering data, focus on primary data, metadata, rights/CoC
some excellent agreements that still hold – great interaction
at the beginning no good tools and no proper archive infrastructure
no real agreements on linguistic level - but understanding of methods
metadata at the borderline – pragmatism vs. principles
good position of archive team since people were interested
little space for egos – developed a kind of culture

Consolidation Phase (~5 y) – people knew what to do
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

stabilization of linguistic methods, tools, archiving strategy
new ideas for advanced tools
real data being delivered (annotated media, lexica, etc)
new: unfinished data is being delivered
DOBES seen as a good example worldwide
new people entering the global “theatre” with lots of brilliant ideas
little statistics: transcription-1:35, translation-1:25, analysis-1:>100
less role of archiving team

DOBES Phases
Finishing Phase (last y) – turn to analysis
• big issue is access – hard fights every year to get data open
(arguments: PhD work, not finished, indigenous people, etc.)
• finally awareness of role of metadata and proper archive structure
• seems that people accept that the basics of a repository is not about sexy
technology and that it’s first an organizational problem
• new question: what to do with all the excellent data
• first cross-linguistic studies instead of looking only at own data
• but lack of documentation of for example tag sets may hamper re-use

DOBES Meter
• attempts to change the basic rules of the game did not succeed
• only very few teams did not deliver data
• there is always a natural field of tension between archivists and
users
• users hear about new nice technology
• archivist keep saying: do the basics first – not really sexy
• which software to develop – differences in priority
• as infra hub there are so many requests that you can’t handle
all of them – then impression that center does nothing at all
• our position and role
• claimed little ego – just neutral service people
• focus on basics and data, some exciting stuff for better image
• “solved” persistence of “infrastructure and data”
• proper maintenance of all developed code is problem 

return to basics of an
infrastructure with strong
focus on data

Basics of a Data Infrastructure
• Internet success is based on two parallel domains “names” and
“addresses”, resolution machinery, protocols such as TCP/IP,
the notion of packets as basic objects and authorized registries
• do we have something similar in the data world?

Data Object = sequence of bits, PID (+properties)
and metadata (+properties)
Collection = set of references, PID (+properties)
and metadata (+properties)
metadata is the domain of names, PIDs are the domain
of addresses
towards a domain of registered data and repositories
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(mostly underestimated!!!)
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partly not new
years of discussions
but ...

Research Data Alliance
• what is its goal
• overcome the barriers for data access and sharing
(includes management, preservation, interop etc.)
• isolate common building blocks and get them done now
• funded by NSF, EC, AU Government (perspective 6 years)
• others seem to come in 2013
(Canada?, JISC?, DFG?, Japan?, India?, etc)
• hard work to get a first governance structure with “bottom-up
as the primary principle”
• funders will “protect” this initiative if people show progress
• why: enough of all the projects re-inventing the data
architecture/infrastructure wheel and all the egos
• it can become the “IETF of the data domain”

Research Data Alliance

Research Data Alliance
WG Charter: A concise articulation of what issues the WG will address within a
12-18 month time frame and what its outcomes or “deliverables” will be

Value Proposition: A specific description of who will benefit from the adoption /
implementation of the WG outcomes /“deliverables” and what tangible impacts the
adoption / implementation of the deliverables should have.

Engagement with Existing Work in the Area: Brief review of related work and
plan for engagement with other activities in the area

Action Plan: A specific plan for adoption / implementation of the WG deliverables
within the organizations and institutions represented by WG members, and plans
for adoption / implementation of the deliverables more broadly within the
community.

Work Plan: A specific and detailed description of how the WG will operate
Initial Membership: A specific list of initial members of the WG. A description of
the initial leadership for the WG.

Research Data Alliance
1.

a) Foundation of Data Objects - basic data model and reference terminology
for data objects and collections
1. b) Content Interoperability
- best practices for semantic interop
2. Metadata Principles
- minimal md for data, inventory of md schemas
3. Practical Policy
- harmonization of (formal) policies and rules
4. UPC Code for Data
- using UPCs for universal data identification
5. PID Information Types
- harmonization on info associated with PIDs
6. Data Type Registry
- a registry of types with actionable links
7. Data-Publ/Citation-Linking
- principles/architectures for D-P-Linking
8. Legal Interoperability
- removing IPR/license barriers
9. Urban Data Exchange
- domain specific harmonization
10. Scientist Engagement
- how to engage scientists in harmonization
Matrix and Chair persons are on the web: www.rd-alliance.org
Participate in the Forum by registering and participate in initiatives.
Official launch and plenary: 18-20 March Gothenburg
another meeting: 3/4 . December Amsterdam
No one knows whether this will take up, but ...

given all this where is
CLARIN?

Where is CLARIN?
Basic Concepts
• requirements for repositories – CLARIN amongst the top - being very clear
assessed repositories are at the source of trust
CLARIN is on the way – keep going!
• PID usage – CLARIN is at the top – clear strategy
PIDs will be required also as a basis for trust, access and management
we will come to a worldwide system for PIDs based on Handles
CLARIN is on the way – keep going!
• metadata usage – CLARIN amongst those with a clear view
“it’s the quality, stupid!”
as indicated: metadata will be the domain of “names” in data world
CLARIN is on the way – keep investing more time!
• AAI – it is a mess – many ad hoc solutions, not only CLARIN is suffering
it is crucial and there is a danger to loose against commerce
experts are now talking about Contrail – yet another project?
CLARIN can only participate in ad hoc solutions 

Where is CLARIN?
Services
• we are seeing great stuff being worked on – thus people are working hard
• well – services/tools will be changing frequently
• do we know what people need in their daily life and how infra can help?
• do researchers know what they could want to do next?
• but don’t panic – researchers want something different “tomorrow”
• so let’s keep interacting, but it always will require some who have the
good visions (and taking some risks)
• relevant:
• know how to help people in many small things 
• open and easy deposit service with access possibility and without
own agenda of centers !!!!!!
• basic metadata service and stable resolution to data
• distributed search – yes but what about interoperability?
life sciences / earth sciences etc spend a lot of time and money for this
• experience with worfklow framework – yes, continue but it’s not all

What about Sustainability?
• some just hope on the EC (and some others) as cash cow for ever
• whatever is invented (mixing services and research) – it will not work
• everyone gets increasingly angry about this cash cow mentality
• CLARIN-D made a very good set !!!
• everyone had to ask for ~50% funding from his own RO
• but don’t panic:
• almost everyone is willing to pay for sustainability of data
(not (yet) for tools/services – this will remain a field for competition)
• the questions are:
• how much of the research funds will be set aside?
• how can we make use of economy of scale?
• will eco-system reduce costs?
• will we all make use of commercial services?

do I know what happens – yes a bit 
• in EUDAT we are
looking at about 24
research infrastructures
• all have strong centers
as their key pillars
• only few have such an
explicit strategy as
CLARIN
• lack in depth
everywhere
• sustainability is an issue
• Panta Rhei

so very much is simply good in
CLARIN

What makes me nervous
sometimes it is good to be an outsider 
• do we act as Europeans?
• I see strong national egos and trends to fragmentation knowing that
solutions have their own momentum if there is no strong force to request
interaction, that the developers (and others) love their babies, etc.
• how much ego and competition can we handle to not fall in pieces
• how much coordination is necessary and possible
• I am missing true European attitude until now

• unbalances – this is politics, but infra building is politics
• it is obvious that some countries have got good money others not
• what are the mechanisms to compensate and do we want this
• why in the hell do we have two infrastructures (CLARIN and Meta-Share)
instead of using some funds to help the less-funded colleagues
• this is not working in the long run

What makes me nervous
• agreements
• infrastructure building is about agreements – are we willing to agree, do
we have the right platforms, do we have the right persons, etc.
• making agreements costs time but we may appear as being synchronized
• you need to accept a division of labor, but not everyone is equally fast
• some more coordination and sharing would look better to me

• software maintenance
•
•
•
•

our software stack (also at MPI) is growing
yet we don’t have a feasible SW maintenance model
it’s binding too much HR
I don’t have any idea how to deal with this

• service building not academic
• service building academically not respected
• in the long run another model will be required (libraries?, new centers?)
• so let’s just see and wait

did I forget something
Mao: the future is bright - whatever you do
research infrastructures will make their way - whatever you do
we have great young people – make them responsible and make
them Europeans
it’s time that the linguistic community gets ready to work on
interoperability beyond metadata
to be successful CLARIN needs a culture – not sufficient yet
whatever you do - I will have a very good memory of you all

